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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of sorting unichromo-
somal linear genomes by prefix double-cut-and-joins (or DCJs) in both
the signed and the unsigned settings. Prefix DCJs cut the leftmost seg-
ment of a genome and any other segment, and recombine the severed
endpoints in one of two possible ways: one of these options corresponds
to a prefix reversal, which reverses the order of elements between the two
cuts (as well as their signs in the signed case). Depending on whether
we consider both options or reversals only, our main results are: (1) new
structural lower bounds based on the breakpoint graph for sorting by
unsigned prefix reversals, unsigned prefix DCJs, or signed prefix DCJs;
(2) a polynomial-time algorithm for sorting by signed prefix DCJs, thus
answering an open question in [7]; (3) a 3/2-approximation for sorting
by unsigned prefix DCJs, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first sorting by prefix rearrangements problem that admits an approxi-
mation ratio strictly smaller than 2 (with the obvious exception of the
polynomial-time solvable problems); and finally, (4) an FPT algorithm
for sorting by unsigned prefix DCJs parameterised by the number of
breakpoints in the genome.

Keywords: Genome rearrangements · Prefix reversals · Prefix DCJs ·
Lower bounds · Algorithmics · FPT · Approximation algorithms

1 Introduction

Genome rearrangements is a classical paradigm to study evolution between
species. The rationale is to consider species by observing their genomes, which
are usually represented as ordered sets of elements (the genes) that can be signed
(according to gene strand when known). A genome can then evolve by changing
the order of its genes, through operations called rearrangements, which can be
generally described as cutting the genome at different locations, thus forming seg-
ments, and rearranging these segments in a different fashion. Given two genomes,
a sorting scenario is a sequence of rearrangements transforming the first genome
into the other. The length of a shortest such sequence of rearrangements is called
the rearrangement distance. Several specific rearrangements such as reversals,
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translocations, fissions, fusions, transpositions, and block-interchanges have been
defined, and the rearrangement distance together with its corresponding sorting
problem have been widely studied either by considering one unique type of rear-
rangement or by allowing the combination of some of them [5]. The double-cut-
and-join (or DCJ) operation introduced by Yancopoulos et al. [10] encompasses
all the rearrangements mentioned above: it consists in cutting the genome in two
different places and joining the four extremities in any possible way. A DCJ is a
prefix DCJ whenever one cut is applied to the leftmost position of the genome.
The prefix restriction can be applied to other rearrangements such as prefix
reversals, which prefix DCJs generalise. Whereas the computational complex-
ity of the sorting problems by unrestricted rearrangements has been thoroughly
studied and pretty well characterised, there is still a lot of work to do to under-
stand the corresponding prefix sorting problems (see Table 1 in [7] for a summary
of existing results). Our interest in prefix rearrangements is therefore mostly the-
oretical: techniques that apply in the unrestricted setting do not directly apply
under the prefix restriction, and new approaches are therefore needed to make
progress on algorithmic issues and complexity aspects. Since DCJs generalise
several other operations, we hope that the insight we gain through their study
will shed light on other prefix rearrangement problems.

In this paper, we study the problem of Sorting by Prefix DCJs and,
for the sake of simplicity, we consider the case where the source and the target
genomes are unichromosomal and linear. This implies that genomes can be seen
as (signed) permutations (depending on whether the gene orientation is known
or not). Moreover, prefix DCJs applied to such genomes allow to exactly mimick
three kinds of rearrangement: (i) a prefix reversal when the segment between the
two cuts is reversed; (ii) a cycle extraction when the extremities of the segment
between the two cuts are joined; (iii) a cycle reincorporation when the cut occurs
in a cycle and the resulting linear segment is reincorporated at the beginning of
the genome where the leftmost cut occurs.

Based on the study of the breakpoint graph, we first show new structural lower
bounds for the problems Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs and Sorting
by Signed Prefix DCJs. Since prefix reversals are particular cases of prefix
DCJs, we can extend this result to Sorting by Unsigned Prefix Rever-
sals (it has been already shown for Sorting by Signed Prefix Reversals
in [8]). Thanks to these preliminary results, we are able to answer an open ques-
tion from [7] by proving that Sorting by Signed Prefix DCJs is in P just
like the unrestricted case [10]. However, while sorting by unsigned DCJs is NP-
hard [4], the computational complexity of the prefix-constrained version of this
problem is still unknown. We provide two additional results: a 3/2-approximation
algorithm, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first sorting by prefix rear-
rangements problem that admits an approximation ratio strictly smaller than 2
(with the obvious exception of the polynomial-time solvable problems); and an
FPT algorithm parameterised by the number of breakpoints in the genome. Due
to space constraints, some proofs have been omitted.
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1.1 Permutations, Genomes, and Rearrangements

We begin with the simplest models for representing organisms.

Definition 1. A (unsigned) permutation of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} is a bijective
application of [n] onto itself. A signed permutation of {±1,±2, . . . ,±n} is a
bijective application of {±1,±2, . . . ,±n} onto itself that satisfies π−i = −πi.
The identity permutation is the permutation ι = (1 2 · · · n).

We study transformations based on the following well-known operation.

Definition 2. A reversal ρ(i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n is a permutation that
reverses the order of elements between positions i and j:

ρ(i, j) =
(

1 · · · i − 1 i i + 1 · · · j − 1 j j + 1 · · · n

1 · · · i − 1 j j − 1 · · · i + 1 i j + 1 · · · n

)
.

A signed reversal ρ(i, j) with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n is a signed permutation that reverses
both the order and the signs of elements between positions i and j:

ρ(i, j) =
(

1 · · · i − 1 i i + 1 · · · j − 1 j j + 1 · · · n
1 · · · i − 1 −j − (j − 1) · · · − (i + 1) − i j + 1 · · · n

)
.

If i = 1, then ρ(i, j) (resp. ρ(i, j)) is called a prefix (signed) reversal.

A reversal ρ applied to a permutation π transforms it into another permu-
tation σ = πρ. When the distinction matters, we mention whether objects or
transformations are signed or unsigned; otherwise, we omit those qualifiers to
lighten the presentation. The following model is a straightforward generalisation
of unsigned permutations.

Definition 3. A genome G is a collection of vertex-disjoint paths and cycles
over {0, 1, 2, . . . , n+1}. It is linear if it consists of a single path with endpoints 0
and n+1. The identity genome is the path induced by the sequence (0, 1, 2, . . . , n+
1).

Let us note that a genome may contain loops or parallel edges (see Fig. 1).

Definition 4. Let e = {u, v} be an edge of a genome G. Then e is a breakpoint
if 0 /∈ e and either |u − v| �= 1, or e has multiplicity two. Otherwise, e is an
adjacency. The number of breakpoints of G is denoted by b(G).

For instance, the genome with edge set {{0, 4}, {4, 3}, {3, 6}, {1, 2}, {2, 1},
{5, 5}} has three breakpoints (underlined). Note that permutations can be
viewed as linear genomes using the following simple transformation: given a per-
mutation π, extend it by adding two new elements π0 = 0 and πn+1 = n+1, and
build the linear genome Gπ with edge set {{πi, πi+1} | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}. This allows us
to use the notion of breakpoints on permutations as well, with the understanding
that they apply to the extended permutation, and therefore b(π) = b(Gπ).

A reversal can be thought of as an operation that “cuts” (i.e., removes) two
edges from a genome, then “joins” the severed endpoints (by adding two new
edges) in such a way that the segment between the cuts is now reversed (see G1

in Fig. 1). The following operation builds on that view to generalise reversals.
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Fig. 1. Cutting edges {0, 1} and {2, 4} from the nonlinear genome G produces genome
G1 with a reversed segment, if we add edges {0, 2} and {1, 4}, or genome G2 with an
extracted cycle if we add {0, 4} and {1, 2} instead.

Definition 5 [10]. Let e = {u, v} �= f = {w, x} be two edges of a genome
G. The double-cut-and-join (or DCJ for short) δ(e, f) applied to G transforms
G into a genome G′ by replacing edges e and f with either {{u,w}, {v, x}} or
{{u, x}, {v, w}}. δ is a prefix DCJ if either 0 ∈ e or 0 ∈ f .

DCJs that do not correspond to reversals extract paths from genomes and
turn them into cycles (see G2 in Fig. 1). Signed permutations can be generalised
to signed genomes as well. The definition of a signed linear genome is more
complicated than in the unsigned case, and is based on the following notion.

Definition 6. Let π be a signed permutation. The unsigned translation of π is
the unsigned permutation π′ obtained by mapping πi onto the sequence (2πi −
1, 2πi) if πi > 0, or (2|πi|, 2|πi| − 1) if πi < 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and adding two
new elements π′

0 = 0 and π′
2n+1 = 2n + 1.

Definition 7. A signed genome G is a perfect matching over the set {0, 1, 2, . . .,
2n + 1}. G is linear if there exists a signed permutation π such that E(G) =
{{π′

2i, π
′
2i+1} | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}. The signed identity genome is the perfect matching

{{2i, 2i + 1} | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}.
DCJs immediately generalise to signed genomes: they may cut any pair of

edges of the perfect matching, and recombine their endpoints in one of two ways.
Finally, we will be using different kinds of graphs in this work with a common

notation. The length of a cycle in a graph G is the number of elements1 it
contains, and a k-cycle is a cycle of length k: it is trivial if k = 1, and nontrivial
otherwise. We let c(G) (resp. c1(G)) denote the number of cycles (resp. 1-cycles)
in G.

1 The definition of an element will depend on the graph structure and will be explicitly
stressed.
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1.2 Problems

We study several specialised versions of the following problem. A configuration
is a permutation or a genome, and the identity configuration is the identity
permutation or genome, depending on the type of the initial configuration.

sorting by Ω
Input: a configuration G, a number K ∈ N, and a set Ω of allowed operations.
Question: is there a sequence of at most K operations from Ω that transforms
G into the identity configuration?

Specific choices for Ω and the model chosen for G yield the following variants:

– Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs, where G is a linear genome and Ω
is the set of all prefix DCJs;

– Sorting by Signed Prefix DCJs, where G is a signed linear genome and
Ω is the set of all prefix DCJs;

– Sorting by Unsigned Prefix Reversals, where G is an unsigned per-
mutation and Ω is the set of all prefix reversals;

– Sorting by Signed Prefix Reversals, where G is a signed permutation
and Ω is the set of all prefix signed reversals.

We refer to the smallest number of operations needed to transform G into the
identity configuration as the Ω-distance of G. A specific distance is associated
to each of the above problems; we use the following notation:

– pdcj(G) for the prefix DCJ distance of an unsigned genome G, and psdcj(G)
for its signed version;

– prd(π) for the prefix reversal distance of an unsigned permutation π, and
psrd(π) for its signed version.

2 A Generic Lower Bounding Technique

We present in this section a lower bounding technique which applies to both
the signed and the unsigned models, and on which we will build in subsequent
sections to obtain exact or approximation algorithms.

2.1 The Signed Case

We generalise a lower bounding technique introduced in the context of Sorting
by Signed Prefix Reversals [8]. It is based on the following structure.

Definition 8 [2]. Given a signed permutation π, let π′ be its unsigned transla-
tion. The breakpoint graph of π is the undirected edge-bicoloured graph BG(π)
with ordered vertex set (π′

0 = 0, π′
1, π

′
2, . . . , π

′
2n, π′

2n+1 = 2n + 1) and whose edge
set consists of:
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– black edges {π′
2i, π

′
2i+1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ n;

– grey edges {π′
2i, π

′
2i + 1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

See Fig. 2 for an example. Following Definition 7, the breakpoint graph of
a signed linear genome is simply the union of that genome (which plays the
role of black edges) and of the signed identity genome (which plays the role
of grey edges). Breakpoint graphs are 2-regular and as such are the union of
disjoint cycles whose edges alternate between both colours, thereby referred to
as alternating cycles. Black edges play the role of elements in that graph, so the
length of a cycle in a breakpoint graph is the number of black edges it contains.

0 2 1 7 8 6 5 4 3 9 10 11

Fig. 2. The breakpoint graph BG(π) of π = −1 4 −3 −2 5.

To bound the prefix DCJ distance, we use a connection between the effect
of a DCJ on the breakpoint graph and the effect of algebraic transpositions, or
exchanges, on the classical cycles of a permutation.

Definition 9. An exchange ε(i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n is a permutation that
swaps elements in positions i and j:

ε(i, j) =

(
1 · · · i − 1 i i + 1 · · · j − 1 j j + 1 · · · n

1 · · · i − 1 j i + 1 · · · j − 1 i j + 1 · · · n

)
.

If i = 1, then ε(i, j) is called a prefix exchange.

We let Γ (π) denote the (directed) graph of a permutation π, with vertex
set [n] and which contains an arc (i, j) whenever πi = j. Exchanges act on
two elements that belong either to the same cycle in Γ (π) or to two different
cycles, and therefore |c(Γ (π)) − c(Γ (πε(i, j)))| ≤ 1. The following result allows
the computation of the prefix exchange distance ped(π) in polynomial time, and
will be useful to our purposes.

Theorem 1 [1]. For any unsigned permutation π, we have

ped(π) = n + c(Γ (π)) − 2c1(Γ (π)) −
{

0 if π1 = 1,
2 otherwise.

Theorem 2. For any signed linear genome G, we have

psdcj(G) ≥ n + 1 + c(BG(G)) − 2c1(BG(G)) −
{

0 if {0, 1} ∈ G,
2 otherwise. (1)
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Proof. As observed in [10], a DCJ acts on at most two cycles of BG(G) and can
therefore change the number of cycles by at most one. This analogy with the
effect of exchanges on the cycles of a permutation is preserved under the prefix
constraint, and the lower bound then follows from Theorem 1. ��

Since (prefix) signed reversals are a subset of (prefix) signed DCJs, the result
below from [8] is a simple corollary of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 [8]. For any signed permutation π, we have

psrd(π) ≥ n + 1 + c(BG(π)) − 2c1(BG(π)) −
{

0 if π1 = 1,
2 otherwise. (2)

2.2 The Unsigned Case

We now show that our lower bounds apply to the unsigned setting as well. The
definition of the breakpoint graph in the unsigned case is slightly different, but
the definition of the length of a cycle remains unchanged.

Definition 10 [2]. The unsigned breakpoint graph of an unsigned permutation
π is the undirected edge-bicoloured graph UBG(π) with ordered vertex set (π0 =
0, π1, π2, . . . , πn, πn+1 = n + 1) and whose edge set consists of:

– black edges {πi, πi+1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
– grey edges {πi, πi + 1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

Fig. 3. (a) The unsigned breakpoint graph UBG(π) of π = 3 2 5 4 1; (b) an optimal
decomposition of UBG(π) into two trivial cycles (thick) and one 4-cycle (dotted).

Figure 3(a) shows an example of an unsigned breakpoint graph. Following
Definition 3, the breakpoint graph of an unsigned linear genome is simply the
union of that genome (which plays the role of black edges) and of the iden-
tity genome (which plays the role of grey edges). Vertices 0 and n + 1 in the
unsigned breakpoint graph have degree 2, and all other vertices have degree 4.
The unsigned breakpoint graph also decomposes into alternating cycles, but the
decomposition is no longer unique.

For any genome G and an arbitrary decomposition D of UBG(G), let cD

(resp. cD1 ) denote the number of cycles (resp. trivial cycles) of UBG(G) in D .
We call D optimal if it minimises cD − 2cD1 (see Fig. 3(b)). The following result
characterises optimal decompositions (proof omitted).
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Lemma 1. Let G be a genome and D be a decomposition of UBG(G). Then D
is optimal iff it maximises the number of trivial cycles and minimises the number
of nontrivial cycles.

As a result, we obtain the following lower bound on the prefix DCJ distance,
where c∗(UBG(G)) and c∗

1(UBG(G)) denote, respectively, the number of cycles
and the number of 1-cycles in an optimal decomposition of UBG(G).

Theorem 4. For any genome G, we have

pdcj(G) ≥ n + 1 + c∗(UBG(G)) − 2c∗
1(UBG(G)) −

{
0 if {0, 1} ∈ G,
2 otherwise. (3)

Proof. Follows from the fact that DCJs affect the number of cycles in a decom-
position by at most one, Theorem 1, and Lemma 1. ��

As an immediate corollary, the above lower bound is also a lower bound on
prd(π), since (prefix) reversals are a subset of (prefix) DCJs.

Corollary 1. For any unsigned permutation π, we have

prd(π) ≥ n + 1 + c∗(UBG(π)) − 2c∗
1(UBG(π)) −

{
0 if π1 = 1,
2 otherwise. (4)

We now show that an optimal decomposition can be found in polynomial
time. This contrasts with the problem of finding an optimal decomposition in the
case of sorting by unrestricted reversals, which was shown to be NP-complete [3]
(note that in that context, an optimal decomposition maximises the number of
cycles). Recall that an alternating Eulerian cycle in a bicoloured graph G is a
cycle that traverses every edge of G exactly once and such that the colours of
every pair of consecutive edges are distinct.

Corollary 2 [6,9]. A bicoloured connected graph contains an alternating Eule-
rian cycle iff the number of incident edges of each colour is the same at every
vertex.

Proposition 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm for computing an
optimal decomposition for UBG(G).

Proof. Straightforward: extract all trivial cycles from UBG(G). Each connected
component in the resulting graph then corresponds to a cycle (Corollary 2). ��

Finally, we note that the lower bound of Theorem 4 is always at least as large
as the number of breakpoints (proof omitted).

Proposition 2. For any unsigned genome G, the lower bound from Eq. 3 is
greater than or equal to b(G), and the gap that separates both bounds can be
arbitrarily large.
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3 Prefix DCJs

3.1 Signed Prefix DCJs

We give a polynomial-time algorithm for Sorting by Signed Prefix DCJs.

Theorem 5. The Sorting by Signed Prefix DCJs problem is in P.

Proof. We show that the lower bound of Theorem 2 is tight. For convenience,
let g(G) denote the right-hand side of Eq. 1, and let π′ denote the unsigned
translation of the underlying signed permutation π from which G is obtained
(recall Definition 7 and the fact that G is linear):

– if π′
1 �= 1: then the grey edge {π′

1, x} connects by definition π′
1 to an element

x ∈ {π′
1 − 1, π′

1 + 1}. Let {x, y} be the black edge incident with x; then the
prefix DCJ that replaces {0, π′

1} and {x, y} with {0, y} and {π′
1, x} creates one

or two new 1-cycles, depending on the value of y. Let G′ denote the resulting
genome:
1. if y �= 1, then

g(G′) − g(G) = n + 1 + c(BG(G)) + 1 − 2(c1(BG(G)) + 1) − 2
− (n + 1 + c(BG(G)) − 2c1(BG(G)) − 2)
= −1.

2. if y = 1, then

g(G′) − g(G) = n + 1 + c(BG(G)) + 1 − 2(c1(BG(G) + 2))
− (n + 1 + c(BG(G)) − 2c1(BG(G)) − 2)
= −1.

Therefore, the value of the lower bound decreases by one in both cases.
– otherwise, let i be the smallest index such that |π′

2i−1 − π′
2i| �= 1. Then the

prefix DCJ that replaces black edges {0, π′
1} and {π′

2i−1, π
′
2i} with {0, π′

2i−1}
and {π′

1, π
′
2i} decreases the number of 1-cycles by 1. Let us again use G′ to

denote the resulting genome; then

g(G′) − g(G) = n + 1 + c(BG(G)) − 1 − 2(c1(BG(G)) − 1) − 2
− (n + 1 + c(BG(G)) − 2c1(BG(G)))
= −1.

��

3.2 Unsigned Prefix DCJs

The complexity of the Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs problem remains
open, and we conjecture it to be NP-complete. Here, we prove two results, both
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based on the number of breakpoints. The first one is a 3/2-approximation algo-
rithm for solving Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs (Theorem 6), the sec-
ond one is a FPT algorithm with respect to b(G) (Theorem 7).

We start with our approximation algorithm. First, observe that prefix DCJs
on linear genomes may produce nonlinear genomes, but the structure of these
genomes is nonetheless not arbitrary. We characterise some of their properties
in the following result, which will be useful later on.

Lemma 2. Let G be a linear genome and S be an arbitrary sequence of prefix
DCJs that transform G into a new genome G′. Then:

1. G′ contains exactly one path, whose endpoints are 0 and n + 1;
2. if G′ contains any other component, then that component is a cycle.

Proof. By induction on k = |S|. If k = 0, then the claim clearly holds. Otherwise,
let δ be a prefix DCJ that cuts edges e = {0, v} and f = {w, x} from a genome
G′′ obtained from G by k − 1 prefix DCJs; by hypothesis, 0 and n + 1 are
the endpoints of the only path P of G′′. If both e and f belong to P , then
δ either extracts a subpath Q from P that will become a cycle, or reverses a
subpath R of P ; in both cases, neither Q nor R contains 0 nor n + 1, which
become extremities of P \ Q (or of the path obtained from P by reversing R).
Otherwise, since e = {0, v}, by hypothesis f belongs to a cycle, and both ways of
recombining the extremities of e and f yield a path starting with 0 and ending
with n + 1, preserving any other cycle of G′′. ��

We will need the following lower bound.

Lemma 3. For any genome G, we have pdcj(G) ≥ b(G). Moreover, if G is
unsorted and contains {0, 1} and {1, 2}, then pdcj(G) > b(G).

Proof. The first claim follows directly from Theorem 4 and Proposition 2. For
the second claim, if G is unsorted and contains {0, 1} and {1, 2}, then any new
edge {1, y} that would replace {0, 1} would yield a breakpoint — either because
1 and y cannot be consecutive in values or, in the event that y = 2, because edge
{1, 2} would get multiplicity 2 and thereby would also count as a breakpoint. ��

We are now ready to prove our upper bound on pdcj(G).

Lemma 4. For any linear genome G, we have pdcj(G) ≤ 3b(G)
2 .

Proof. Assume G is not the identity genome, in which case the claim trivially
holds. We have two cases to consider:

1. if {0, v} ∈ G with v �= 1, then G contains an element x ∈ {v −1, v +1} that is
not adjacent to v. By Lemma 2, every vertex in G has degree 1 or 2, so x has
a neighbour y such that {x, y} is a breakpoint (either because |x − y| �= 1 or
because {x, y} has multiplicity two). The prefix DCJ that replaces {0, v} and
the breakpoint {x, y} with the adjacency {v, x} and {0, y} yields a genome
G′ with b(G′) = b(G) − 1.
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2. otherwise, {0, 1} ∈ G. If {1, 2} /∈ G, then 2 has a neighbour y in G such that
{2, y} is a breakpoint, in which case the prefix DCJ that replaces {0, 1} and
{2, y} with {0, y} and {1, 2} yields a genome G′ with b(G′) = b(G) − 1.
If {1, 2} ∈ G, then let k be the closest element to 0 in the only path of G
such that the next vertex 
 forms a breakpoint with k. Then the prefix DCJ
δ1 that replaces {0, 1} and {k, 
} with {0, 
} and {1, k} yields a genome G′

which contains the cycle (1, 2, . . . , k) and with b(G′) = b(G). Although δ1 does
not reduce the number of breakpoints, G′ allows us to apply two subsequent
operations that do:
(a) since {0, 
} ∈ G′ with 
 �= 1, the analysis of case 1 applies and guarantees

the existence of a prefix DCJ δ2 that produces a genome G′′ with b(G′′) =
b(G′) − 1.

(b) δ2 replaces {0, 
} and breakpoint {a, b} with {0, a} and adjacency {b, 
}.
Since {k, 
} was a breakpoint in G, we have k < 
 − 1. Moreover, δ1
extracted from G a cycle consisting of all elements in {1, 2, . . . , k}. There-
fore, the breakpoint {a, b} cut by δ2 belongs to a component of G′′ dif-
ferent from that cycle, which means that a > k > 1 and in turn implies
that case 1 applies again: there exists a third prefix DCJ δ3 transforming
G′′ into a genome G′′′ such that b(G′′′) = b(G′′) − 1 = b(G) − 2.

This implies that, in the worst case, i.e. when {0, 1} ∈ G and {1, 2} ∈ G,
there exists a sequence of three prefix DCJs that yields a genome G′′′ with
b(G′′′) = b(G) − 2. Therefore, starting with b(G) breakpoints, we can decrease
this number by two using at most three prefix DCJs. Since the identity genome
has no breakpoint, we conclude that pdcj(G) ≤ 3b(G)

2 . ��
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 immediately imply the existence of a 3/2-approxi-

mation for sorting by prefix DCJs, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 6. The Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs problem is 3/2-ap-
proximable.

Note that Lemma 4 also allows us to show that our approximation algorithm
is tight for an unbounded number of genomes. Incidentally, this also shows that
the lower bound of Eq. 3 is optimal for an unbounded number of genomes (proof
omitted).

Observation 1. There exists an unbounded number of genomes for which the
algorithm described in proof of Lemma 4 is optimal.

We now turn to proving that Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs is FPT,
as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 7. The Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs problem is FPT
parameterised by b(G).

Proof. The main idea is to use the search tree technique in a tree whose arity
and depth are both bounded by a function of b(G). For this, we will use the
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notion of strip in a genome G, which is defined as a maximal set of consecutive
edges (in a path or a cycle of G) that contains no breakpoint. The length of a
strip is the number of elements it contains, strips of length k are called k-strips;
1-strips are also called singletons, and strips of length > 2 are called long strips.
We need the following result (proof omitted).

Observation 2. For any instance of Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs,
there always exists a shortest sorting sequence of prefix DCJs that never cut a
long strip.

Now let us describe our search tree technique: at every iteration starting
from G, guess in which location, among the available 2-strips and breakpoints,
to operate the rightmost cut. Once this is done, guess among the two possibilities
allowed by a DCJ to reconnect the genome. By definition, every strip is framed
by breakpoints. Therefore, any genome G has at most b(G) 2-strips (recall that
{0, x} is never a breakpoint). Altogether, this shows that, at each iteration, the
rightmost cut has to be chosen among at most 2b(G) possibilities. Because there
are two ways to reconnect the cuts in a DCJ, the associated search tree has
arity at most 4b(G). Moreover, its depth is at most 3b(G)

2 since pdcj(G) ≤ 3b(G)
2

(Theorem 6). Thus the above described algorithm uses a search tree whose size
is a function of b(G) only, which proves the result. More precisely, the overall
complexity of the induced algorithm is in O∗((4b(G))1.5b(G)). ��

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we focused on the problem of sorting genomes by prefix DCJs,
a problem that had not yet been studied in its prefix-constrained version. We
provided several algorithmic results for both signed and unsigned cases, includ-
ing computational complexity, approximation and FPT algorithms. Nevertheless,
several questions remain open: while we have shown that Sorting by Signed
Prefix DCJs is a polynomial-time solvable problem, what about the compu-
tational complexity of Sorting by Unsigned Prefix DCJs? We were able
to design a 3/2-approximation algorithm for the latter problem, which makes
it to the best of our knowledge the first occurrence of a prefix rearrangement
problem of unknown complexity where a ratio better than 2 has been obtained.
Is it possible to improve it further, by making good use of the new lower bound
introduced in Sect. 2? Whether or not this lower bound can help improve the
2-approximation ratios known for both Sorting by Unsigned Prefix Rever-
sals and Sorting by Signed Prefix Reversals remains open. Finally, we
have studied the case where both source and target genomes are unichromosomal
and linear; it would be interesting to extend this study to a more general context
where input genomes can be multichromosomal and not necessarily linear.
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